
Elisabeth Vidor, born in Budapest in 1902, talking about her mother, who grew up poor, as a child 
working at a taylor shop and later running her own successful atelier and supporting the family; her 
father not holding any steady jobs; grandparents being observant, parents assimilated: her sister Karoli 
Imre (?) and three brothers (not named); her oldest brother, an officer in the first world war, studying in 
Vienna, Prag and Budapest, becoming a doctor with his own practice; a younger brother interrupting 
his art studies because of antisemitism and emigrating to the United States in 1922, where he died; the 
sister marrying and moving to Bratislava, Czechoslovakia, where her husband co-owned a factory that 
made agricultural equipment; the youngest brother studying at Sorbonne, Paris; opening her own 
embroidery atelier in 1926; her mother's atelier struggling; the mother taking over her cousin's stand at 
the food market, but being forced to give it up for a smaller stand in the early 1930s; her brother, the 
doctor, having his practice taken away and forced to go practice in the country side; her niece going to 
Finland, Sweden and Norway, to celebrate her first art exhibition, and her mother, Elisabeth's sister, 
joining her in Sweden before the German invasion of  Czechoslovakia; her brother-in-law in Bratislava 
being taken by the Germans, never to return; Elisabeth and her parents being forced to share their 
apartment on Andraschi (?) Strasse with another family in 1939 or 1940; moving to a smaller apartment 
on (Chengeryoutsa?)which later got the designation Jew house; her fiance being taken to a work camp 
in Serbia, never to be seen again by her; being attacked by the owner of the grocery store across the 
street, injuring her spine; through her sister in Sweden, recieving temporary passports from the Swedish 
legation for herself, her mother, father and brother (the doctor), (before the arrival of Raoul 
Wallenberg) and hiding the passports, being too afraid to use them; failing to save her brother, who was 
detained at a collection camp, before he crossed the border; succeeding in saving her brother's daughter, 
Eva Vidor, from a sanatorium on a mountain (Schwaphed?), connected by a cable car, where Gestapo 
officers lived, in Budapest; getting help from a Hungarian speaking man at the Swedish legation, who 
she believes was Valdemar Langlet; after arrival of Wallenberg, July 9, 1944, the Swedish legation 
announcing all holders of protective passports should move to housing under Swedish protection, 
within 48 hours; with her mother and niece, moving to a shared room in a 6th floor apartment owned 
by an older Jewish lady; her father being captured and marched to a brick factory, and him returning 
beat up three days later, dying at home after two days; her brother, the doctor, working in the hospital in 
Auschwitz, and disappearing; his wife (Tuschi?) survived; Wallenberg making Germans respect the 
Swedish protective passports; talking to a group of men who had been picked up by Raoul Wallenberg 
at the train station, because they were on a list Wallenberg had over people who would get protective 
passports; in December 1944 or January 1945 being marched to the ghetto; staying in Douhanyoutsa 
(?); starving, being dirty, lice infested, staying in basement because of bombings; being directly hit by a 
bomb while in apartment, several inhabitants dead, Elisabeth, mother and niece unhurt; returning to old 
apartment after Soviets took over Budapest; regretting not saving fiance by helping him get Swedish 
protective passport; in Sweden, her mother working in a linolum and cork carpeting factory and as a 
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